CRITERIA FOR TOP ACHIEVER AWARDS.

PURPOSE

1. These are awarded to individuals who have excelled as the top academic achiever on specific identified DOD EW courses in the various Services.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

2. The scope of this award is limited to specific SANDF EW courses and any RSA citizen attending these courses, who is a RSA citizen, military or civilian, who is the top academic achiever in the class, is a liable recipient of this award.

3. The award consists of AOC Aardvark floating trophies as well as small replicas that acknowledge top academic performers. The floating trophies are donated to the relevant training institutions that present the courses and will remain at the institution. The small trophy replicas however become the members’ property. The recipient also receives a complimentary one-year AOC membership.

4. This will be presented by the President of the Aardvark Roost or an identified alternative member from the AOC board at the training institution at the end of the course or when it is the most suitable time.

CRITERIA

5. The following is applicable:

a. Nominee must be an RSA citizen.

b. The nominee must be the top academic achiever.

NOMINATIONS AND SELECTION PROCEDURES:

6. Nominations can take place any time of the year with the participation of the training institutions.

7. A record of recipients must be kept.
FORMAT FOR NOMINATION: TOP ACHIEVER AWARDS
(AOC AARDVARK ROOST, SOUTH AFRICA)

DATE: ________________________________

FROM: ______________________________

TO: ASSOCIATION OF OLD CROWS AARDVARK ROAST BOARD OF DIRECTORS
This is a nomination for the TOP ACHIEVER AWARDS

NOMINEE: _______________________________________

JUSTIFICATION:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

NOMINATOR

DATE